
Faster, better, cheaper:

5 principles to improve 
lab performance using 
Lean Lab strategies
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5 principles of lean labs
Pharmaceutical companies develop and launch new products to the market faster than ever before. 
Therefore, labs need to do more, do it faster, without compromising on the quality they deliver. Or in 
other words: do things faster, better and cheaper – the slogan of lean manufacturing / lean laboratories. 
The concept of lean laboratories has been around for years, and for good reason: the improvements 
in efficiency & service levels are impressive*. Let us explore the 5 key principles of lean labs, why it’s 
powerful and (disclaimer) what are its weaknesses? 

principle 1: levelling your workload

You might relate to the graph below, right? Vola-
tile incoming workload is one of the key sources of 
inefficiencies in the lab. After all, how do you ade-
quately prepare for the workload peaks, while pre-
venting too much idle time during workload dips? 

For example, vaccine production labs get crazy 
busy during flu season, trying to get the vaccines 
out – while experiencing a lull when demand for 
vaccines calms down.

In that case, workload volatility follows a  
seasonal cycle. But other types of workload could 
follow monthly cycles, weekly cycles or even daily 
cycles – today your lab is super busy, tomorrow it’s 
quiet. How do you optimally prepare for that kind 
of volatility?

Typically, laboratories have no choice but to 
over-resource. In order to safeguard quality and 
service levels at all times (often the critical KPI), 
they prepare for the worst (the peaks). Often, labs 
are resourced (purple line) well above the levelled 
demand rate (=average, green line) or in other 
words: they have far too many resources and are 
therefore not efficient.

The good news: the gap between the green line 
and the purple line represents, theoretically, the 
(significant) productivity improvement you can 
get just by levelling the workload.

*Depending on the scope, making your lab lean can result in productivity gains ranging from 20% to 80% and drastically improve your customer service levels.
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Levelling workload by implementing
 ‘Queuing’
One of the key principle of levelling workload is 
queuing your demand. It’s what we often call 
‘smart FIFO’. By combining the priority, lead time 
and due date of work, labs are now able to say: 

•  Batch A needs to be prepared and processed 
today, otherwise we will deliver late. 
•  The preparation and processing of batch B only 
needs to start next week to deliver on time. We will 
put it in the queue. 

Both batch A and batch B will be delivered on 
time, but the workload is spread out across time. 
The rule of thumb: testing ASAP is not productive. 

The pitfall however is this: it sounds perfect in 
theory, but it’s hard to implement. Lean lab con-
sultants come in and do all kinds of calculations 
to come up with the ideal levelling. But it often 
gets lost after a few months because the context 
changes (the yellow waves constantly change), 
but the calculations aren’t updated. A better ap-
proach is to have a system that queues automat-
ically and constantly adapts to the ever-changing 
context (more on that later). 

Conclusions:
•  Queuing allows labs to plan resources closer to 
the levelled demand rate.
•  Utilization rates can be optimized while safe-
guarding quality and service levels.

•  A predictable amount of work keeps lab analysts 
happy and motivated. This minimizes the risk of 
burn-out (read more on this here).
•  Queuing demand sounds great in theory, bring-
ing it into practice is different story.

Mixing workstreams
Every financial advisors will tell you the same thing: 
don’t put all your eggs in the same basket. If you’re 
looking to invest in stocks, diversify your portfolio 
as it phases out volatility.
The same principle applies for laboratories. Imag-
ine you have two volatile workstreams. Rather than 
having an analyst dedicated to one workstream 
and then another analyst dedicated to the other, 
you let both analysts work together on both work-
streams. This makes your resources more flexible 
and reduces volatility.

Do you treat your release & stability testing as sep-
arate workstreams for example? If yes, ask your-
self: do we have a good reason to do so? Stabil-
ity testing can offset the volatility of your release  
testing.

Link your work to consumption
In raw material laboratories for example, you don’t 
want to test your raw materials as they arrive. In-
coming raw materials is the most volatile workload 
arrival in the lab because it’s linked to purchasing 
cycles, which are bought in bulk in order to get the 
best price. 

https://discover-binocs.com/retaining-your-most-valuable-asset-4-guidelines-to-reduce-lab-employee-turnover/?utm_source=binocs&utm_medium=whitepaper&utm_campaign=5%20principles%20to%20improve%20lab%20performance%20with%20lean%20lab%20strategies
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The mindset to adopt here: where possible, we 
are not going to test it until you need it (a form of 
queuing). Labs can use stock as a proxy for de-
mand.

principle 2: implementing flow

Flow basically means that once you start with a 
certain work activity, the work should not be inter-
rupted and seen all the way through. 

Imagine that an analysis was completed last week 
but the review was not done until today:  if the re-
viewer finds errors, it will be harder for the analyst 
to remember what was done. 

Flow means: wait to do the test to make sure that 
the review can take place immediately after. Flow 
aims to minimize work in progress & improve qual-
ity of the work done. Depending on the type and 
predictability of workload, different types of ‘flow’ 
models can be used.

rhythm wheel
Some workloads in the laboratory are predictable: 
they repeat daily, weekly, bi-weekly, monthly, etc. 
A classic example of this is environmental moni-
toring where the rhythm wheel would look some-
thing like this: we test water on Tuesdays, we got 
to swab lab coats on Wednesdays and swab pub-
lic areas on Thursdays. It’s repetitive and stable 
work (unless you find contaminants) than can be 
planned in a repetitive and stable manner.  

Train system
For randomly volatile demand, where a rhythm 
wheel is not possible, labs can implement a ‘train-
flow’. It’s called a ‘train’, because trains leave the 
station either once they are completely full, or 
when they reach the ‘must-start date’ (=the latest 
moment a train should leave so it will arrive on 
time). In laboratories, it means you should queue 
samples as long as possible to maximize cam-
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principle 3: define standard work

In his book “Standard Work is a Verb”, John All-
wood compares standard work to a GPS. Just 
like there is an optimal route to get from Point A 
to Point B, there is an optimal route of processes 
and procedures to follow in order to do testing in 
a laboratory.

Developing a Standard Work Strategy involves 
documenting the different steps, constraints and 
lead times for any given test method. This ‘role 
card’ example (right) outlines the different things 
the analyst needs to do by when.

Standard work helps the team to identify varianc-
es in the work, make improvements and reduce re-
tests, investigations, and unplanned work. 

It also reduces ‘ghost time’ (what should I do 
now?) and helps new analysts get the hang of new 
test methods faster.

PRODUCTIVITY GAINS

Making your lab lean can result in productivity 

gains ranging from 20% to 80% and improve 

your customer service levels drastically.

20-80%
Improving lead time, 
throughput and 
planning adherence 
requires making 
your lean lab efforts 
sustainable
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principle 5: the lean lab paradox

focusing too much on eliminating waste
“Ah, but we’re different, that won’t work here be-
cause…” is not an uncommon answer of lab man-
agers that are first introduced to the key principles 
described above. They will often prefer to focus 
on eliminating waste, and deem levelling workload 
and implementing flow ‘not possible’ or ‘not im-
portant’.

‘Eliminating waste’ often refers to things like short-
ening lead times, introducing spaghetti diagrams 
to reduce non-productive time, re-organizing the 
lab to match workflows,etc. The benefit is that 
time-savings are easy to measure – Yes! We’ve 
saved another 13 minutes * X$ - which therefore 
allows labs to say and think they are ‘lean’.

The paradox however is this: the 13 minutes you 
save is only realized when you use it productively. 
Without workload levelling and flow, waste can be 
eliminated but will get replaced by non-produc-
tive time.

Lean is often not sustainable
Lean lab consultants come back after a couple of 
years, and ask an analyst: “how is the lean lab ap-
proach doing?” The analyst replies: “the lean lab? 
Oh, I think that might be something that Jim was 
doing 4 years ago before he left the company a 
few years ago”.

Sounds like a bad joke, but more often than not, 
the lifespan of a lean lab approach is 4 to 5 years 
at best. After that, the lean mindset has faded. The 
Achilles heel of the approach is that it depends 
heavily on counter-intuitive theory and research 
provided by (external) experts.  

Too often, after consultants go home and project 
sponsors have changed roles or company, the 
lean lab principles disappear with them. Before 
you know it, your lab is back to business as usual. 

principle 4: short interval control Vs 
visual management

A laboratory is a busy environment with a lot of 
things are happening simultaneously. A Lab Man-
ager and their team needs a good understanding 
of the status of each sample and test, which ac-
tivities the team is working on, what equipment is 
used where, who is scheduled to do what, etc. A 
team with clear and organized information sharing 
can successfully juggle all those tasks, and dis-
playing the relevant information visually is there-
fore critical so that everyone can easily see what is 
going on at any time. A few examples:

scheduling whiteboards
The scheduling whiteboard is used to visually rep-
resent who needs to do what on a daily basis. 

Daily stand up 
The team gathers around the schedule board and a 
Kanban board to discuss the day ahead and evalu-
ate: what has been done? What is still in progress? 
Any issues that need additional attention? Check 
out our top 3 tips to organize effective stand-up 
meetings!

Daily ‘walk the queue’ meeting
Some labs organize daily release meetings, during 
which the team discusses batches that are due 
today or are late. Based on this discussion, short-
term corrective actions can be taken if needed.
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becoming digitally lean
Managing all those sophisticated tactics on paper is complex. In order to 
realize sustainable lean, more and more labs understand that they must 
harness the potential of modern digital solutions to apply the ‘sophisticated 
lean tactics’ for them (=digital lean lab). 

•   A digital approach allows you to implement / digitalize lean principles and fully ingrain 
the new habits smoothly
• A digital approach allows labs to constantly adapt to the context as is, as opposed 
to traditional, paper-based lean tactics.
•   It’s easier to get the whole team onboard because there is no need for every lab analyst 
to understand how it’s done: they all know they’ll be following the best path possible
•   The lean expertise and best practices are securely logged and centrally stored in the 
software and the business rules that your team has configured; even when your lean ex-
perts (supervisors, lab managers, etc) are on holidays, change roles or leave the company 
– the lean way of working stays at the heart of your lab!

Tip n°1: Wherever possible, automate non-value-added work

3 tips to get started with your digital lab

problem: Analysts, technicians and managers represent specialised resources with high-value skills that 
you don’t want to dedicate to non-project administrative tasks.

solution: BINOCS can help to reduce the amount of manual input required for tasks like capacity man-
agement, campaigning and schedule planning, freeing up your specialist staff to do the work they 
trained-for and love to do.
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Tip n°2:  implement in-sync performance management

problem: Performance metrics can be tough to maintain 
and often go unanalysed until the end of the budgetary pe-
riod, with opportunities for improvement considered even 
less-frequently.

solution:  By digitally capturing all the relevant data, BINOCS 
measures planning adherence as well as resource utilization 
and throughput in real time. What’s more, it will tell you what 
the expected planning adherence and resource utilization 
KPIs are for the coming weeks, months and quarters.

Throughput Fill Rate

Utilization
Rate

P

T

U

F

Planning 
Adherence

Tip n°3: smoothen the supply chain

problem: Without a clear overview of the status of your lab’s workload, it can be difficult to plan efficient-
ly based on expected work arriving from upstream, and to effectively communicate expected timelines 
downstream.

solution: With BINCOS you can anticipate delays and bottlenecks and communicate more effectively 
with the rest of the supply chain. After all, 1 week gain on new product introduction (NPI) = 1 week of 
extra revenue you win!

increase in ThroughpuT*

57%

More baTches 

DeLiVereD on TiMe*

45%

*24 months after implementing BINOCS

1 x
FTE saving per 
50 analysts

binocs-enhanced lean labs

“Before we would spend 4 hours per day to get ex-
tracts from LIMS, define priorities, create the sched-
ule... With BINOCS, this process now takes 10 min.”

“The time spent creating a lab schedule has 
been split by half!”
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What would this look in your daily work environment?

Well, let’s start by implementing a couple of central lean lab principles: 
• Standard test methods
• A digitalized planning board (replacing the magnetic whiteboard)

BINOCS comes equipped with a comprehensive suite of lean tools that can help you to standardize 
your work methods, dynamically manage personnel and equipment planning, and much more!

Using readable decision trees, BINOCS balances sustainable productivity gains with improved service 
level (= planning adherence).

Upload or configure your lean Lab timings & ways of working 

Real-time updates of the schedule to optimize analyst efficiency

Before and after implementing BINOCS
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BINOCS dynamically optimizes sample campaigning while respecting due dates, priorities and other 
business rules 

Analysts, lab managers the supply chain cockpit and other stakeholders use configurable 
dashboards giving them instant visibility to the Lab digital twin in BINOCS. 

binocs is used by 1000+ teams worldwide for many life sciences use cases

QC Labs Cell & Gene
Therapy

R&D Labs Resource 
Management 

Offices

Regulatory 
Affairs
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interested in simplifying 
your lab scheduling and 
capacity planning?

Learn More

follow us on Linkedin
www.discover-binocs.com

https://discover-binocs.com/?utm_source=binocs&utm_medium=whitepaper&utm_campaign=5%20principles%20to%20improve%20lab%20performance%20with%20lean%20lab%20strategies
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/10531454/

